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The Stephen Allen House stands in one corner of a six-acre
pastoral, wooded property, all that remains of what was once a
120-acre farm in the still-rural and remote town of West Greenwich.
The house, whose oldest and principal section dates from c. 1787,
is a timber-framed, gable-roofed, one-and-one-half story structure
with central chimney and wall cover of clapboards , long overlaid
with shingles which the present owner plans to remove . It is
five bays in width and two in depth and stands on a foundation of
granite blocks. The chimney is built of granite to the roof ridge,
and of brick above.

The entrance faces south; the original doorway was altered
c. 1830, when a very simple Greek Revival entrance with narrow
sidelights was installed. At the same time, an eastern gabled dl
of one-and-one-half stories with an end chimney was added. The
ell is not as deep as the original house and has a recessed porch
which shelters a second entrance. The porch is supported by square
wooden piers with very simple molded Greek Revival capitals. At
the rear of the. eli a one-story sun room has been built out to the
north; but this addition is not visible from the street.

Reflecting its remote location, the houe has little sophis
tication in design or decoration. There are no eaves-cornices or
fascia boards, windows are surrounded by simple frames without
moldings. The original sash was nine-over-six; some of these
windows survive in storage. They were replaced by six-over-six
sash c. 1830 and by storm-tight twelve-over-twelve windows installed
by the present owner.

The front door has two tall vertical panels ; the original door
of batten construction on the inside and panelled externally was
re-used as a rear door for the dl, when the house was re-modelled
c. 1830. Each entrance has large granite stone steps. Four narrow,
peaked dormers havebeen built into the north back slope of the
roof, and a semi-circular bay window said to have come’ from a

*
. New York house ha been added on the north side.

Cii the interior of the earL icr section, oiie ulilds ,in interesting
van ant of the five -room plan a ssociated with Rhode I sland conter
chimney houses. The front door opens into a small entry in which
an enclosed stair angles up tightly against the Front of the chimney.
A door to the right opens into the kitchen; the placement of the
kitchen in the front side position rather than in the ro-ar is
typical of rural hill’ country houses in Rhode Island and is a
fairly common variation on the standard five-room plan. Doors at

See Continuation Sheet 1
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the rear of the kitchen open to a pantry in the northeast corner and
a chamber, now used as a dining room, in the middle of the north
elevation. -The parlor, occupying the left front position, is reached -

by a door opening off the entry. Behind -the parlor in the northwest
corner is a small chamber now used as a don.

There have been changes in this basic plan: the pantry has been
reduced to half its original width to enlarge the dining room and to
create space for a stair to the cellar and a bathroomç its original
proportions can he seen in the floorboards of the enlarged dining room.
The original doorway between the dining -room- and the kitchen has been
removed to create a wider opening.

Upstairs, the original part of the house contains three bedrooms
and closet space;’ the upper part of the eli is one long open space,
now used as a sewing room.

Interior trim is minimal. Corner posts are cased; doors and
*windows have simple architraval surrounds; there are no ceiling cotnices
nor any wainscot, except in the kitchen. First floor doors have four
recessed panels, while thoses upstairs are of plain, fiat, wide,
vertical boarding. On both floors, original hardware is intact. In
the west parlor whose walls, are now covered with panelling from apother
building , the fireplace has a raised and bevelled panel in the -upper
fascia of its mantel; a similar treatment is also employed for the
mantel in the dining room, Simple, robust moldings form the surround
for -the kitchen’s hearth which has a brick bake oven and also Form
a support For its shallow shelf. There is a cupboard with a door of
vertical boarding to the left of the kitchen hearth and a small cupboard
to the upper left of the dining room fireplace. The railing at the top
of the stairwell is made oF slender posts with small bun tops between

- which run flat narrow hoard rai is . Except for the front entry, all
floors are original wide boards. - -

The front of the property is marked off’ -from Sharp - Street by a
long, dry-laid stone wail with breaks for the door path and the driveway;
a row of tall trees is set just inside it. To the north of- the house
is a shingled, gable-roofed- two-seater privy. To the- northwest are
the stone foundations of a barn which burned in 1971; a new, partially
opeil carriage shelter uses some of these foundations; beyond them is .a
fenced pasture. - ,

-
- See Continuation Sheet 2
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- The most interesting of the -outbuildings is a clapboarded,
one-and-one-half story- shed with a gable roof, east- of the house.
Its entrance,’ in a recessed space at the southwest cOrner, opens
into a square room whose walls and ceiling are plastered i’rom
this room a narrow, steep stair leads to the attic. The date of
construction. is not known, but an 1862 map shows a store at or
near the -Farmhouse, which may in fact he this shed. The sheltered
entrance and window-lighted and plastered interior nbt only sub
stantiate the fact that this small building was used as a store,
but also strongly suggest that it was built for that purpose orig
inally. The present owner - has added a horse stall to the north
end of this building and intends to restore it.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE --

The Stephen Allen House is a modest example of a late eighteenth
century farmstead built by a prosperous westernRhode IsI and family.
Its significance to the town of Vfest Greenwich lies primarily in its
association with a number of locally- important individuals and families
and in its ability to illustrate rural life in the hinterlands of the
state in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries , an important
aspect of Rhode Island’s agricultural history. -

A -well-proportioned, five-room-plan, central chimney house, with
plain interior, Stephen Allen’s homestead is a well-preserved repre
sentative of a type which for so long dominated much of rural domestic
building in Rhode Island. The farmstead, with its simple house, shed,
barn foundation, privy; fenced pasture and stone walls, still in a
visually rustic setting, suggests in fragmentary form a prosperous -

late eighteenth century farm. Such -farmsteads were once common in the
state and, while many remain today. most have eithor keen extensively
altered or encroached upon by modern development. At the Stephen
Allen House, the integrity of the structures is still generally unim
paired and much of the original siting and orientation of the elements
of the farmstead to each other, the road, and the landscape; is still
clear. .

Stephen Allen’s farm lands were located on Sharp Street, an early
and important east-west. road between the coastline and -western Rhode
Island, and were purchased from Thomas Joslin in 1787. - The land
originally included a forty-acre parcel of the Greene family’s homesite;
Allen later added an additional eighty acres of land to his farm.
When Allen, a physician from East Greenwich, located his family in
West Greenwich, the inland town was itself only forty- Five years old;
it was set off in 1741 from its more prosperous coastal neighbor,

- East Greenwich. Like other inland western towns in the state, West
Greenwich vas cut off’from the trade oF Narragansett Bay, which was
the focus of Rhode Island’s economy in the eighteenth century, and was
primarily an agricultural town. Its population, always small, was
thinly scattered over its 35,000 acres. - ln 1755, the population was
only 1246; by 1800, the town had grown but slightly to 1757.

.
- See Continuation Sheet 3
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In th late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, several
widely-separated hamlets existed in West Greenwich, but settlement
for the most part occurred along the roads which crossed the rural
town; there was no substantial town center and few public buildings.
The nearest village to Stephen Allen’ s house was West Greenwich
Center, to the west; but even this tiny villa-ge--had no church until

- - 1825; only in the 184-Os was ,a post office established here. While
some of the townspeople worked in small wood-products mills or at
a granite quarry on the Wood River, most were subsistence farthers.
In 1810, for example, there were 122 farms in West Greenwich, all
occupied by single families, most of whom probably produced for their
own needs and operated on only a small cash surplus.

It seems likely that Stephen Allen was the only doctor in this
community and was probably more affluent than his neighbors, for the

- Census of 1800 lists not only his ‘family of four, but also three
"free persons" -who were probably Black servants. - -

The Allen House was inherited in 1811 by the doctorrs daughter
-Sally and his son-in-law George Weaver, who farmed the acreage until
1828. It was during the Weavers’ tenure that the eli was added to
the house and the barn of which only the foundations remain after
a--fire in 1971 was constructed. In 1828 the farm was leased and
sold in 1829 and 1831 to William Nichols and members of the Nichols
family owned and operated the farm into the l860s, growing products
typical of western Rhode Island--corn and potatoes--and keeping-a
small stock of. animals - -oxen, sheep, and swine. - -

- During the Nichols’ occupation of the Allen farmstead, a small
parcel of land. was donated to the town for construction of a -

schoolhouse. In 1829, West Greenwich was divided into twelve districts,
each to be provided with a school. District #9’s Sharp Street
School was erected adj acent to the Stephen Allen House some time
between 1834 and 1855. Like most rural schoolhouses in Rhode Island,
it was a small structure’ in which ungraded classes’ were taught during
farming’ s off-season. Unfortunately, the school burned in 1929.
Its site is not included in the present nomination. -

- see Continuation Sheet 4 -
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A map drawn in 1862, when the farm was owned by Albert and Susan
Nichols, indicates a "store" at or near the farmhous’e. Though the
date of construction of a small shed on the property is unknown, its
lathed- and plastered interior finish and its size and shape suggest
that this may indeed have been a local store. Census records list
Albert Nichols’s occupation as "farmer," not "merchant" or "store
keeper," though it is possible that the census taker recorded only his

- major trade and not his subsidiary interest, that the store was too
short-lived to have been noted, or that an unknown proprietor leased
the premises from Nichols. If the shed did serve as a store, it would
have been a rarity in rural West Greenwich- -even a decade later there
were only four stores in the entire town. As a survivor, the store
is an -even greater -rarity today when only a few such trading places
remain to illustrate the minimal commercial life of isolated mid-
nineteenth century farming areas.

In 1867, the Allen farmstead. was sold to the Reverend Benedict
Johnson. The clergyman was newly-arrived from Woodstock, Connecticut,
and had come to West Greenwich ‘to lead the nearby First Baptist Church.
However, the property remained in the hands of the Johnson family
foT only seven years and was purchased in :1.874 by Stephen H. Capwell
who, with his wife and seven children, worked the farm for forty years.
Norman Capwell, Stephen’s son, retained possession of the farm after
his father’s death in 1914 until 1952. The Capwell family were a
large and many-branched clan; from the mid-nineteenth century until
well -into the twentieth, various members of the family owned farms
in this locale and were prominent in local affairs, especially politic.s
Norman Capwell- himself served several terms- in the -Rhode Island General
Assembly as a representative of West Greenwich. . -

There is presently a potential threat to the Stephen Allen House;
a proposal to widen State Route 102 which -forms the western border of
the property is now under study. Such a widening might take- -i section

- of the yard from the house and adversely - affect its pleasant visual
setting. - - -

As a well-preserved Farmstead of a Qnce-common form, typiëal in
aspect, and illustrative of farm family life, and fot its association
with locally important families, the Stephen Allen House is worthy of
the protection and recognition of entry on the National Register.
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Land Records, Town of West Greenwich.
Rhode Island State Censuses, 1855, 1865.
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Joe Towner of the Natiopai Reg ster points put that the
boundary description ,for the § ephép?-Allen House is ‘"

not precise-i-two s uthern bouvda5ks, no easternbound,
and the east an south bounddtpo vague. I believe this is
something Harringtc>n sould ,ake care of--
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